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WISCONSIN Electnc mm coum
231 W MICHIGAN, P.O. BOX 2046, MILWAUKEE, WI 53201

Decerber 21, 1979

Mr. liarold R. Centon, Director
Office of Huclear Reactor Regulation
U. 5. UUCLEAR REGULATORY COMISSION
uashington, D. C. 20555

Attention: Mr. A. Sch.lencer, Chief
Operating Reactor Granch 1

00Cf,ET NOS. 50-266 AND 30-301^
ti]DIFICATluu TI) TECliulCAL SPtCIFTCATION

Cn/Et. REQULST NO. 60
POINT BEAdH NUCLbM PLAUT UNIT 5 l AND 2

On Boveaber 2,1979, we filed an application for license caendants
for the Point beach Wuclear Plant Unit I and 2 to permit operation at a reduced
prisaary systen operating pressure of 2000 psia. On Dececher 14, 1979, we sub-
nitted additional information regarding this application. The purpose of this
letter is to request an addition to those technical specification changes pro-
posed with our hoveuber 2 application.

In order to provide for additional operating margin between the
proposed 2000 psia primby system pressure and the low pressurizer pressure
reactor trip setpoint of greater than or equal to 1855 psig, we hereby request;

that this setpoint be specified as greater than or equal to 1793 psig for opera-;
/ tion at 2000 psia. We have coapared this reduced trip setpoint against the

values used in the accident analyses and have found that the results of the'

analyses are essentially unchanged. The value of the low pressure reactor trip
setpoint that was used in the detenaination of the overtemperature and over-
power AT recctor trip equations is below the value of 1790 psig requested in
this amendaent. Therefore, overteaperature and overpressure AT reactor trip
equations applicable to bota nominal and reduced pressure operation as previous-
ly transmitted to you in the referenced letters are appropriate.

The present small break ECCS analysis for the Point Beach nuclear
Plant assuned a low pressure reactor trip setpoint of 1810 psia or 1795 psig.
Inis analysis assumed an initial reactor coolant systen pressure of 2230 psia
and utilized tha August 1974 version of the small break model, While the re-
quested setpoint reduction to 1790 psig is below the 1795 psig setpoint used
in this analysis, the operating pressure proposed with this satpoint change,
2000 psia, is well below the 2200 psia used in the analysis. Thus, while the
reduction in trip setpoint results in less than 0.3 full power seconds of core
heat for the worst break (4" cold leg break), the analysis predicts 3.8 full
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power seconds to occur during depressurization from 2280 psia to 2000 psia for
this worst break size. Therefore, the current analysis bounds the proposed
actual operating conditions including this setpoint reduction in torns of total
core full power release. For the large break LOCA analysis, the subsequent
reactrr coolant system depressurization is so rapid that this small chanGO in
low presswe trip setpoint has no significant effect.

Your staff has also requested that we explain why the rod ejection
accident was reevaluated for the low pressure operation analysis and why returning
to 2000 psia operation does not result in the condition which prorptec increasing
the primary systeu pressure to 2250 psia several years ago. As explained in
paragraph 4.3.4 of WCAP-3151, the rod ejection accident was reanalyzed due to
the effect of reduced pressure causing a decmase in the film boiling heat
transfer coefficient after or13. The consequence is en increase in peak clad
temperature. Although the effect of the reload core on the core peaking factor
for the rod ejection accident was significent, the effect of reduced systeu
operating pressure on the core peaking factor is very small. As concluded in
our letter dated August 3,1979, these core characteristics remain less limiting
than those previously reviewed and accepted.

The return to low pressure operation, after being at high pmssure
operation for a nunber of years, is permissible because of reducing the initial
internal fuel rod prepressurization and new criteria for internal fuel rod
pressure. Initially following the fuel densification issue, a few regions of
fuel were delivered with initial prepressurization of fuel rods that was higher
than necessary to deal with fuel pellet densification. This initial pressure
resulted in an internal rcd pressure that did not cuet the design criteria:

during its third cycle of operation when the prirarj system was operated at
| reduced pressure. Operation of the prinary systen was changed to the higher

pressure in order to reet the then applicable criteria. Tnis fuel has been
discharged from the reactors at Point beaca and the return to low pressure
operation is acceptable. In addition, the de$n basis for fuel rod internal
pressure was revised by Westinghouse and approved by the !!RC during this period
of operation at nigh pressure. The present design basis is described in WCAP-
b963-P-A, " Safety Analysis For The Revised Fuel Rod Internal Pressure Design
Basis" dated August,1978 and was approved by the HRC in a letter froa J. F.
Stolz (HRC) to T. 3. Anderson (Westinghouse) dated !!ay 19, 1978. The present
fuel rod design acets tais approved criteria.

For convenience we have attached a proposed te:nnical specification
page containing the change discussed in tnis letter. We have enclosed tnree
originals and forty copies of this codification to our license ar.undnent
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application, lie are hopeful that your review of tilis subject nuy be corpleted
shortly and the requested technical specification changes approved.

Very truly yours,

^p O.

Sol Burstein Executive Vice President

Enclosuru

Subscribb and sworn to before r.e
tnis.21st' day of December,1979.
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isotary Public, State of Wisconsin
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